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PROJECT HISTORY & CURRENT STATE
 Our parking meters in the
Downtown are antiquated
and often not working
properly. They have
reached or exceeded their
service life. We want
something better and we
heard you do too.
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 Early 2015 we received Walker
Consultant’s parking technology
report and recommendations. The
Technical Committee reviewed it
and provided three technical
options in a December 2015 public
engagement.

FIRST PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT– DEC 2015
What we heard

What we propose

Average respondents said they were willing to walk 1-2 blocks

Our proposals have you walking less than a block to any machine

Do not want the project to eliminate jobs
We will need help understanding a new system

There is no job loss due to this change
Clear and easy instructions will be on each machine. There will be
new signage installed and an ambassadorship program to assist
where needed
Every machine will have multi payment options including coins
All the user needs to know is their license plate number and the zone
they are in
Parking hourly rates are not being increased as a result of this
technology upgrade
We do too! The project team is bringing this option in at the same
time as the machines based on public feedback
Proposed to be up and running within a year (Spring/Summer 2017)
This technology has been chosen based on its increased flexibility.
The options will allow users to determine the time zone needed and
supports movement within the chosen time zoned areas (without
over staying the posted time limits)
Lethbridge is nearing a population of 100,000 people and projects
like this one take advantage of technology to create efficiencies as
the community grows

I don’t want to put any charges on my credit card
I want the system to be easy to use
I don’t want to pay more
I really like the idea of paying by my cell phone
It is going to take too long to implement
I want flexibility

The city needs to be planning for a growing population

FIRST PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT– DEC 2015
I don’t want to have to go back and put a payment slip on my
window sill in my car

Users will not have to go back to their car. These machines work by
going to the closest machine, entering in the license plate and correct
zone, and paying. It’s that easy!
I want my meter to work
The current antiquated system is not supporting working meters well.
This new technology upgrade will reduce the times meters are
inoperable and can notify staff when not working for a faster fix time
I am concerned this will only move cars into the surrounding
The City has a residential parking permit program to reduce the
neighborhoods
impact of employee vehicles in residential areas. As with other new
projects/systems, the City will monitor the impacts after
implementation
If I am in a meeting or late to ‘plug the meter’, I would like other easy You can use any machine to top-up your time if it does not exceed the
options
maximum time allowed in the zone. Users will also be able to use the
new Pay-by-Cell option
Who will keep my license plate number? Will someone then have
Personal information is not linked to license plate numbers and the
access to my personal information?
system will not hold personal information
I would like to see more zone options

Additional zone options are being explored through this project

As a business, I do not want employees to park in front of my store
for hours on end. My customers cannot find parking and then I lose
business
Make the entire downtown parking free

If businesses experience problems, please contact Regulatory Services
403-320-3074 to discuss a resolution
Turnover parking allows the customer to locate a spot when needed
and ensures local businesses get repeat customers.

RECOMMENDATION
81% surveyed preferred the Hybrid option so we will be recommending:
A Hybrid Parking System consisting of:
 Pay-by-Plate Multi-Space Machines (MSMs) with License Plate
Recognition (LPR) enforcement and
 Single-Space Smart Meters (SSSMs) at 60 accessible parking spaces and in
4 isolated locations

HOW WILL THIS WORK?
 Develop parking zones to choose from, with the option to move around
and top-up to the maximum allowable time within the zone
 Payment options will include:
 Coins, Credit Cards (Visa and MasterCard - $2.00 minimum charge) and
Pay-by-Cell
 10 Hour parking will require a 4 hour minimum purchase
 Parking violations will continue to be placed on vehicles

OPTIONS FOR TIME ZONES AND MACHINE
PLACEMENT
 Providing two options for time zones
 Option #1 - 3 time zones
 Option #2 - 2 time zones
 Uniformity of time zones is required for customer simplicity
 Zoned areas allow for ease of customer movement
 Providing two options for machine placement
 Option #1 - 135 MSM
 Option #2 - 170 MSM
 Both options have 60 Single Space Meters located at accessibility
stalls and 4 Single Space Meters at isolated locations
 Both options have a walking distance which is less than that in
Calgary and Edmonton. Our walking distance is approximately 5
or less parallel parking spaces

OPTION BENEFITS
Time Zones
Option #1 Three Time Zone
Downtown parking into three time zones:
 Zone 1
 Zone 3
 Zone 10
Option #2 Two Time Zone
Downtown parking into two time zones:
 Zone 3
 Zone 10

Option #1 Benefits
 Simplified parking approach
 Closest to our current state
 Zone 1:
 allows for quickest turnover
 benefits short term users
 Encourages a walkable downtown
Option #2 Benefits
 Simple parking approach
 Fewer signs
 Less customer confusion
 Larger zone allows for more movement
 Encourages a walkable downtown

Machine Placement
Option #1 Machine Placement
135 Multi-Space Machines

Option #2 Machine Placement
170 Multi-Space Machines

Option #1 Benefits
 Cost savings
 Fewer machines
 Less maintenance and operational needs
 Fewer street obstructions
 Equitably placed based on stall spaces
Option #2 Benefits
 Shorter walking distance to all machines
 Less wait time with more machines
 Systematically placed considering user movement

OPTION #1 - THREE TIME ZONES
Downtown parking into three time zones: (most similar to our current state)
 Zone 1 will allow
parking for 1 hour
or less
 Zone 3 will allow
parking for 3 hours
or less
 Zone 10 will allow
parking for up to 10
hours but no less
than 4 hours
 All accessibility
Zone 1 –
stalls will allow
Zone 3 –
parking for 3 hours Zone 10 –
or less

OPTION #2 - TWO TIME ZONES
Downtown parking into two time zones
 Zone 3 will allow
parking for 3
hours or less
 Zone 10 will allow
parking for up to
10 hours but no
less than 4 hours
 All accessibility
stalls will allow
parking for 3
hours or less
Zone 3 –
Zone 10 –

OPTION #1 - MSM PLACEMENT
Multi Space Machines
(135)
 In Zone 1
(downtown core)
walking distance of
approx. 10 or less
angled stalls to
MSM
 In all other Zones
walking distance of
approx. 15 or less
angled stalls to
MSM
 Parallel parking
walking distance of
approx. 5 or less
stalls to MSM

Multi-Space Machines (135)
Single Space Machines (60)
Accessibility Stalls

Single Space Machines (4)
Isolated Locations

OPTION #2 - MSM PLACEMENT
Multi Space
Machines (170)
 In all Zones
walking distance
of approx. 10 or
less angled stalls
to MSM
 Parallel parking
walking distance
of approx. 5 or
less stalls to MSM
Multi-Space Machines (170)
Single Space Machines (60)
Accessibility Stalls

Single Space Machines (4)
Isolated Locations

IMPLEMENTATION
 MSM and SSSM will be installed in one complete package
 The new parking system including Pay-by-Cell option will be turned
on all at once
 Education and Community training
 Ambassadors
 Promotional materials could include: website information,
signage, how-to instructional video, etc.
 Old parking meters will be removed street by street after the new
system is turned on

NEXT STEPS





Analyze data from June 15 public engagement and survey
Present to City Council - summer 2016
Start procurement process - fall/winter 2016
Installation & start operating - spring/summer 2017

www.lethbridge.ca/ItJustMakesCents

